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SOME COMBINATORIAL ALGORITHMS
CONNECTING HYPERGRAPHS
VU Due THI
Abstract. In the relational datamodel the combinatorial algorithms, are constructed many
authors. The hypergraph is a important concept in the combinatorial theory. The candidate
keys play an essential role in the relational datamodel. In this paper, base on hypergraph we
present a new combinatorial algorithm that finds all candidate keys of a give relation. Some
another results related to the candidate keys are given.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let us give some necessary definitions that are used in the next sections. The concepts
give in this section can be found in [1,2,3,4,7,9,10, 15,16,17,18].
Let R be a nonempty finite set and P(R) is power set. The family H = {E. : E. E
P(R), i = 1, ... m} is called a hypergraph over R if E. :f:. 0. (In [4] author requires that the
union of E.. is R. In this paper we do not).
A hypergraph H is simple if E. c Ei implies i = j.
The elements of R are called vertices, and the sets ElJ .•. Em are the edges of the hyper-
graph H.
It is easy to seen that a simple graph is simple hypergraph with IEII = 2.
Let H = {ElJ ... Em} be a hypergraph over R. Set
m(H) = {E. EH :lJEi EH: s, C E.}.
It can be seen that m(H) is simple hypergraph and the family H' uniquely determines
the family m(H) .
Let H be a hypergraph over R. A set A ~ R is called a transversal of H (sometime it is
called a hitting set) if E E H implies An E:f:. 0.
The family of all minimal transversals of H is called the transversal hypergraph of H,
and denoted by tr(H). Clearly, tr(H) is a simple hypergraph.
Let R = {all ... , an} be a nonempty finite set of attributes. A functional dependency
is a statement of the form A --+ B, where A, B ~ R. The FD A --+ B holds in a relation
r = {hI,'" hm} over R if Vh., hi E r we have h.(a) = hi(a) for all a E A implies h.(b) = hi(b)
for all b E B. We also say that r satisfies the FD A --+ B,
Let F; be a family of all FDs that hold in r. Then F = F; satisfiles
(l)A--+AEF,
(2) (A --+ B E F, B --+ C E F) => (A --+ C E F),
(3) (A --+ B E F, A ~ C, D ~ B) => (C --+ D E F),
(4) (A --+ B E F, C --+ D E F) => (A uC --+ BuD) E F.
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A family of FDs satisfying (1)- (4) is called an I-family (some times it. is called the full
family) over R.
Clearly, F; is an F-family over R. It is known [lJ that if F an arbitrary I-family, then
there is a relation rover R such that F; = F.
Given a family F of FDs, there exists a unique minimal I-family F+ that contains F.
It can be seen that F+ contain all FDs which can be derived from F by the rules (1)- (4).
A relation scheme s is a pair (R, F), where R is a set of attributes, and F is a set of
FDs over R. Denote A+ = {a: A -+ {a} E F+}. A+ is called the closure of A over s, It is
clear that A -+ B E F+ iff B ~ A+ .
Clearly, if s = (R, F) be a relation scheme, then there is a relation rover R such that
r; = F+ (see [1]).
Let r be a relation, s = (R, F) be a relation scheme. Then A is a key of r (a key of s)
if A -+ B E F; (A -+ R E F+). A is a candidate key of r (s) if A is akey of r (s) and any
proper subset of A is not a key of r (s).
Denote K; (K.) the set of all candidate keys of r (s). It can be seen that Kr, K. are
simple hypergraph over R.
Let I ~ P(R)' REI, and A, BEl ~ An BEl. I is called a meet-semilattice over R.
Let M ~ P(R). Denote M+ = {nM: M ~ M}. We say that M is generator of I if M+ = I.
Note that RE M+ but not in M by convention it is the intersection of the empty collection
of sets.
Denote N = {A El: A ::f n{A El: A C A}}. It can be seen that N is the unique minimal
generator of I.
Let s = (R, F) be a relation scheme and r a relation over R. For every A ~ R, set
I(A) = {a ER: A -+ {a} tf. F+}. Then I(A) is called the independent set of s. For r, put
I(a) = {a: A -+ {a} tf. Fr}.
Denote by I. the family of all independent sets of s, Set rn(s) = {B E I. : B ::f 0, 3C E
I. : C cB}. rn(s) is called the family of all independent sets of s. It can be seen that A is
a key of s if and only if I(A) = 0.
Denote by I, and m(r) the family of all independent sets and the family of all indepen-
dent sets of r.
2. RESULTS
In this section, we give a new effective algorithm finding all candidate keys of a give
relation. Some another results concerning the candidate keys also are give.
First, we give two following remarks.
Remark 2.1. Let H be a simple hypergraph over R. We define the next family of H,
denote H-1, as follows:
H-1 = {A eR: (B E H) ~ (B tf. A) and (A c C) ~ (3B E H) (B ~ C)}.
It is easy to see that H-1 is also a simple hypergraph over R.
It can be seen that if H is a simple hypergraph over R, then from the definition of tr(H)
we obtain H-1 = {R - A: A E tr(H)}.
Remark 2.2. Let s = (R, F) be a relation scheme over R. Set Z. = {A+ : A eR}, i.e., Z.
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is the set of all closure of 8. Put T. = {A E Z. : A '" R 3B E Z, : A cB}. Thus, T. is the set
of all maximal elements of Z. - R. By the definition of the independent set of 8, we can see
that T, = {R - B : BE M(8)}.
The following proposition was shown in [l1J
Proposition 2.3. Let 8 = (R, F) be a relation scheme ot/er R. Then
K;l = T,.
Let r be a relation over R, Let N,. = {Nii : 1 :::;i < i :::;Irl}, where Nii = {a ER: hi(a) '"
hi(a)}. Then N,. is led the nonequality set of r.
Let M,. = {A E N,. : not exist BEN,. : B C A}. M,. is called the minimal nonequality
system of r.
Put T,. = {R - A: A E M,.}. T,. is called the maximal equality system of r.
Let r be a relation and H a simple hypergraph over R. We say that r represents H if
K,.=H. .
The following theorem is known ([16])
Theorem 2.4. Let H be a simple hypergraph and r a relation over R. Then r represents s
if K,. = K•.
If 8 is a relation scheme over R, and K, is a set of all candidate keys of 8. Then from
Theorem 2.4 we obtain
Proposition 2.5. Let 8 = (R, F) be a relation scheme and r a relation over R. Then r
represents s if! K; 1 = T,., where T,. is the maximal equality system of r.
Base on Remark 2.1, Proposition 2.5 and by the definitions of M,. and T,. we obtain
Theorem 2.6. Let 8 = (R, F) be a relation scheme and r a relation over R. Then r
represents s if! tr(K.) = M,. where M; is the minimal nonequality system of r.
From Theorem 2.6, the next proposition is clear.
Proposition 2.7. Let s = (R, F) be a relation scheme and r a relation over R. Then r
represents 8 if! K, = tr(Mr), where Mr is the minimal nonequality system of r.
It is obvious that from the definition of the representation and by Proposition 2.7 we
obtain
Proposition 2.8. Let r be a relation over R. Then K; = tr(Mr), where M; is the minimal
nonequality system of r.
Based on Proposition 2.8 and algorithm finding all minimal transversals that presented
in [18J we give the algorithm finding all candidate keys of a given relation.
Algorithm 2.9 (Finding all candidate keys).
Input: Let r be a relation over R.
Output: Kr•
Step 1: From r compute Nr•
Step 2: From N,. compute the minimal nonequality system Mr.
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Step 3: By algorithm presented in [18], construct tr(Mr).
Clearly, tr(Mr) is the set of all candidate keys of r.
It can be seen that M; is computed in polynomial time in the size of r. Consequently,
the time complexity of this algorithm is the time complexity of algorithm, presented in [18],
that finds all minimal transversals. In many key this algorithm is very effective (see [18]).
The following example shows that for a give relation r Algorithm 2.9 can be applied to
find all candidate keys of a give relation r.
Example 2.10. r is the following is relation over R = {a, b, e, d}:
a b c d
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
2 0 0 0
3 3 0 0
4 0 4 4
5 5 5 5
It can be seen that
s; = {{a}, id}, {a,d}, {a,b}, {a,c,d}, {a,b,d},{a,b,c}, R}
Clearly, u, = {{d}, {a}}. From this, s, = {{a, d}}.
An another effective application of algorithm finding all minimal transversals and Propo-
sition 2.8 is finding a relation scheme s from a given relation r such that F; = F+ in
Boyce - Codd normal form (BCNF for short).
We say that a relation scheme 8 = (R, F) (a relation r) is in BCNF if A -+ a E F+
(A -+ a E Fr), and a rf. A, then A is a key.
Algorithm 2.11 (Finding a relation scheme 8 such that F; = F+).
Input: Let r be a BCNF relation over R.
Output: s = (R, F) such that F+ = Fr.
Step 1: By Algorithm 2.9 construct the set of all candidate keys K«.
Step 2: Denoting elements of K; by Al' ..., Am, construct a relation scheme, s follows:
8 = (R, F), where F = {Al -+ R, ..., Am -+ R}.
Because K; is a simple hypergraph over R, and by our construct we have K; ~ K •.
Conversely, if A is a candidate key of s, then there is an Ai such that Ai C A. Because Ai a
key and it is minimal for this property, we obtain A = Ai. Hence, K; = K. holds. Clearly,
s is in BCNF. From this, we have F+ = Fr. It is obvious that the time complexity of this
algorithm is the time complexity of Algorithm 2.9.
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Tom t~t. Trong mB hlnh dfr li~u quan h~, nhieu tac gi! dii x1iy dirng cac thu~t toan tfI hop. Sieu
do th] la m9t khai ni~m quan trong trong ly thuygt tfI ho'p. Cac khoa toi tie'u dong vai tro ra:t thigt
thirc trong mB hlnh dfr li~u nay. Trong bai bao nay, tren C(f s6- khai ni~m sieu do thi, chiing toi
trmh bay mc?t thu~t toan t5 h<?,pm&i M tIm toan be? cac khoa toi ti€u cua me?t quan h~ (file) cho
trinrc. M9t so cac kgt qu! lien quan dgn cac khoa toi ti€u cling dmrc trlnh bay trong bai bao nay.
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